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The interactive multimedia press release includes elements such as videos, audio files, hashtags, hover box tours, infographics, and free demonstrations or tests. It takes readers on a journey of their choice, allowing them to find the most interesting angle for them or their audience, and then continue this journey to learn more. This benefits businesses by
increasing engagement, reach, conversion, and tracking capabilities. In order for potential customers to become customers, it takes an average of seven points of contact with the brand. Thus, the more brand contact you include in your press release, the more likely you are to convert. The good news is, there are many multimedia elements to choose from to
increase your points of contact as well as add value to your reader experience. These include photo galleries, call-to-action buttons (CTA), videos, free demos or trials, infographics, hovercraft tours and audio files. Here are 10 interactive press release elements to add value to your press release reader experience: 1. Photo Galleries For many types of press
releases, journalists simply can't cover your story well without high-resolution photos. The photo gallery gives journalists many visual elements to support their unique corners of history without taking precious time (in their term-driven world) to request one of you. Also, including the gallery's press release keeps you from having to send photos as email
attachments that are often too heavy to load and thus create more time headaches for journalists. For example, a press release announcing a new partnership may feature a photo gallery of key stakeholders mentioned in the release, while a charity auction press release may include a photo gallery of items to be auctioned. In the product gallery example
below, included in the press release, note that the product gallery offers the ability to upload all images. This makes it easy for journalists to get what they need and allows them to track their actions and therefore their interest in your product. An example of a product press release 2. The CTA Buttons A call-to-action (CTA) button is a great way to earn a
trackable interaction with your press release by helping readers choose their own journey. Learning more approach is a great way to offer this extended journey without turning your press release into a sales part. Including the call button to action is clear, eye-catching, and a visual representation of where readers can take their press release journey. Don't
think you'll have to limit Buttons to find out more There are many ways readers can learn more, and being specific about what on the other side of this button creates enticing promise of value. For example, people can learn more using buttons such as join our web binara, download our report or subscribe to our product product If you issue a real estate press
release, for example, you can show readers why your news press release is relevant to the current market by offering a link to a report on the local real estate market. First, enter the report value, then turn on the call button to action with the words Download Report or View the Report. To increase the number of points of contact with your brand, instead of
providing a third-party report, provide a branded report with your logo and information collected by your company. An example of a Lenovo press release with a CTA 3 button. Behind-the-scenes Video It is important that as you work out your press release, you will make sure that all the interactive experiences in your release send a single, but not repetitive,
message. While you may be tempted to add a video describing your business or product, this information is likely already present in your release. If so, consider giving a unique perspective in your video. The behind-the-scenes video offers readers a press release of a genuine experience consumers crave. Up to 86% of consumers say authenticity is a key
factor in whether they like the brand or not. Behind-the-scenes videos offer them real challenges and brand culture. 4. Video reviews just like journalists do when writing news, offering different perspectives (through reviews) makes your press release story more reliable and compelling. In addition, video reviews allow you to turn the power of word-of-mouth
marketing into a brand touch point for your press release readers, which can be tracked by the number of views. After all, by incorporating such user-generated content (the content of people who use your products or services produce), your press release is likely to convert because 79% of people say that such content is greatly influenced by whether they
will buy from the company or not. As you choose the reviews to include in your press release, remember to choose reviews that focus on your company's customer service, not just your product. This helps to increase conversions, given that 73% of consumers say that customer experience is a key factor that they use to decide from which brands to buy.
Also, make sure your feedback demonstrates the values of your brand in action. After all, 77% of consumers look to buy from brands that share the same values. 5. Free demonstrations or tests of your press release primarily about relaying compelling information so that journalists will cover your story. The free demonstration allows journalists and readers to
watch as you explore your product and then ask questions to develop your own understanding and angles. In the same vein, the test allows them to examine your product as they believe for their needs. Simply put, the practical approach offered in free demos or trials allows journalists to explore their own angle for their stories rather than just being the angle
you want them to cover. This is attractive to journalists because it means they can create a unique story that has not yet been covered. To avoid sending the wrong message, it's important to correctly formulate a free demo or trial in a press release. This is not a marketing piece, so it should not be positioned as a means to transform. Approach try before you
buy or even such tones should be excluded from the press release. Instead, enter a demo or trial as a chance to explore the story more. You can do this by submitting a demo or trial and then invite journalists to get answers to their questions, access it. Finally, turn on the CTA button, which they can press to register. An example of the press release of the
free demo invitation 6. Infographics are visual representations of facts or statistics. They are a great way to clearly tell a story about your brand that might otherwise be misleading and overwhelming to your reader. One infographic can have many components that take your readers through the journey. These components can include images, short copies,
symbols, and graphics. For example, let's say you issue a press release around a nonprofit charity initiative to offer work and skills training in one of your third world village markets. Your infographic can tell a story ranging from the average annual income of the community to your initiative, the timing of your efforts, how they came to fruition (complete with
images of your efforts), and then a graph depicting an improvement in average annual income within months or years after your charitable initiative. Although not interactive in itself, the infographic takes readers through the journey and can add to the interactive experience of other elements, allowing readers to choose their journey through your story. These
interactive elements can even be included in the infographic. For example, you can include hashtags where readers can continue to follow the development history, and abbreviated links (via a tool like Bitly) that lead people to download a report, subscribe to an event, or participate in a web binary. An example of an infographic in the AARP 7 press release.
Explain Video How infographics explaining videos can help you present concepts that can be difficult to explain in writing in non-specific terms, and with the refinement of supporting images. While the infographic is great for providing complex numerical data, the video explainer can help you demonstrate a complex solution to the current problem facing your
target market. For example, let's say you've developed a software that solves a complex analytics problem for marketers. But, you want to demonstrate how your product helps even small, non-tech-savvy business owners. Explaining a video that uses images to suggest small, easy-to-follow steps to solve the analytics problem more and consumables than
just for the text explanation. The stats back up this: People try to follow directions that include images to make it 323% better than those who try to do it without images. 8. Hover-box Tours Hover boxes are boxes that appear when people place their cursors or fingers at certain points that are superimposed on the image. Just like demos or free trials, these
hover boxes allow people to narrow down on aspects of your news they most want to explore, thereby choosing their own journey. They are naturally suitable for product launch press releases, but they can also be used in very creative ways for other types of press releases, including charity, business launch, award, and affiliate press releases. For example,
a partnership press release might provide an image of key stakeholders who have made the partnership the best. Hover boxes can be used to introduce each person and tell more about their roles and the unique talents they bring to the process. A charitable release can showcase images of completed charitable activities, and then hover boxes can
demonstrate in-depth information about what donor dollars have achieved. And, of course, for product press releases, hover boxes can be placed on product images to reveal more information about the individual characteristics of the product. An example of an Orthofix Interactive press release is published on Business Wire 9. Audio recordings in your press
release give journalists ready-made audio clips or interviews to share in outlets such as radio and television. It should be 30 to 60 seconds and include the voices of key stakeholders in the history of your company. It should contain enough information about your story in order to fill the segment in the news or radio. Recommended stakeholders usually
include a company representative, but may include company employees or owners, clients, industry experts or influencers. An example of a Mastercard 10 audio press release. Hashtags are not technically multimedia, but they can be used to invite readers to other platforms where they can interact with your brand. They offer brands great opportunities to get
press release readers interacting on an ongoing basis, helping brands become a part of their readers' lives, earn feedback from their target audience, and even develop leads. For example, when the Entertainment Software Association (ESA) launched its Game Generation, they encouraged readers to participate in the game's power by following the hashtag
#GameGeneration. ESA's Example of Press Release - hashtags 5 Benefits of interactive press release Compared to text press releases, multimedia interactive press releases benefit businesses by earning them increased and coverage, ensuring their stories better penetrate their target markets, and increasing their lead time to purchase. Companies can
also better track the performance of multimedia press releases because of their large number of traceable items. Improving performance tracking allows companies to learn audience preferences and so better sell their story. Here are five benefits of an interactive press release over a text press release: Increased Engagement: Business Wire reports that
online press releases typically earn 50% higher engagement rates than traditional text press releases. This is because people don't often want to sit down and read a 2,000-word press release, but will spend hours on social media platforms dealing with videos and images. Increased coverage: Regardless of the platform on which they are to publish,
journalists know that multimedia elements such as images and videos increase interaction with their news. For this reason, 71% of journalists say they use multimedia in their news. More information consumption and retention: While the average attention span of an adult reading text-only digital content is eight seconds, the same adults are willing to spend
much more time watching a multimedia asset like a video. Renderforest reports that 60% of people will stop watching the video in 120 seconds. It's a huge leap from eight seconds. Just imagine how much more content you can cover in 65 seconds than you could in eight seconds. Faster lead to buying time: On average, it takes seven points of contact with
any brand for people to consider buying from it. An interactive press release allows you to increase the number of common ground during the first interaction of potential customers with your brand. All of these interactive examples are unique touch points that run your readers closer to buying without them having to discover you on multiple platforms. More
performance tracking: By providing ways for people to interact with your press release (such as clicking on it, playing, or downloading content), you create ways to track their actions. By doing so, you can get a very detailed idea of what the content interests your target audience is and what is not. This information can be used to adapt press release marketing
campaigns to the preferences of the target audience. 3 Best Examples of Interactive Multimedia Press Releases Best Interactive Multimedia Press Releases Take Readers to Travel Intelligence, allowing them to choose the angle of history that interests them most and then run with it. In the following press releases Merrick Pet Care, PerkinElmer and
Technavio strategically include multimedia assets to allow journalists and influential people to choose their corner, follow it to create very attractive coverage, and then publish it on different platforms, even on their own tight deadlines. 1. Merrick Pet Care's Release helps readers participate in its charity initiative Sample Multimedia and Interactive Press
Release from Merrick Pet Care Merrick Pet Care in a press release offering several multimedia features that give a more interesting journey. Immediately a slideshow of images allows journalists to choose the right image in addition to their angle of history. Image caption One image introduces the URL of the landing page where readers can learn more if they
choose to. Throughout the release, readers are introduced to more elements with which they can interact to discover deeper, evolving and unique angles of history. For example, readers can follow the hashtags #DogsLoveBBQToo and #BBQ4Good included to access user-generated content from people and companies supporting the initiative, as well as the
impact of the initiative on the well-being of dog shelters. 2. PerkinElmer Genomics makes revolutionary medicine available for Layman PerkinElmer Genomics multimedia press release example PerkinElmer Genomics offers a product launching a multimedia press release that makes sophisticated scientific concepts easily expendable for the everyday
consumer journalist, probably targeting. It takes scientific concepts beyond genetic screening and, using images and short, easy-to-expenditure suggestions, explains previously unresolved consumer problems and then walks them through the solution (product PerkinElmer genomics). Thus, this video allows journalists to present a highly scientific and
technical concept for the everyday consumer. The multimedia and interactive features of this press release also make it easy to expend and thus can be used on different platforms. Because it is in the form of a video, the explanation of the video can be embedded in the news articles of the site and through social media and even by email, while producing a
higher participation in the news. In addition, tweet this box makes it easy for readers (including journalists) to share the story of the press release instantly with their followers. 3. Technavio invites readers to explore their product on their terms Technavio interactive press release example press release Technavio offers readers a sneak peek into the report
through infographics. It then offers a free sample so readers can try their product for themselves. A small infographic is the ideal size for publication in retail outlets on different platforms, including on social media channels, in emails embedded in articles and even included in print publications. Once readers get an idea of the report, they are invited to further
participate by trying a free trial with Technavio, a global technology research and advisory The page readers are accepted when they click on the invitation to the trial includes a list of features, the court offers a press release to readers, as well as information on after-court pricing and a list of frequently asked This free trial offer allows press release readers to
explore the product on their own, thereby choosing their own journey through the news. The bottom line of the multimedia press release includes items such as videos, hashtags, infographics, images, audio files, free demos, and product tours. These interactive elements offer readers the opportunity to choose the most valuable story and discovery
experience for them. For example, journalists can explore to find a unique angle and then narrow down on it to gather reliable details for comprehensive and engaging coverage. Companies benefit from multimedia releases with more participation, faster transformations, increased reach, and in-depth performance tracking capabilities. Possibilities.
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